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This year your accomplishments are framed within the Libraries new strategic plan –
New Horizons

Which has five themes focuses

- On Teaching and learning

- On research

- On you the people of the Library
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The Learning Commons Partnership is a success story involving many people who 
help students use our library resources (Info Booth)  and from the Hub/pods learn 
library research, writing and learning skills.  

Last year the Library launched the The Learning Commons’ Access to Success 
video  series

The Access to Success video series takes the viewers on a student-centred virtual 
tour of 

the Learning Commons Hub, 

Ask: Chat with a librarian instant messaging service, USED BY OCUL 

and the Writing, Library Research, and Learning Skills supports available at York.
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E-learning allows students to learn about library research and resources anywhere 
and anytime.

Librarians and Reference Assistants are helping produce more online learning tools

At Bronfman – a number of people collaborated to produce the Zotero webinar

Rosa and Anna experimented with webinars  as a mode to help students 
understand plagiarism

And Sarah Coysh and Adam Taves and others have been working hard on finalizing 
the VLS named SPARK
which has been funded by the Academic Innovation Fund from the Provost’s Office

Sarah’s expertise in Elearning was highly valued when she joined the University’s 
committee which developed an Elearning strategy for the campus.

VLC –SPARK
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Students continue to use our library spaces.

This February I had to report to the main senate committee APPRC on library 
support for students.  They wondered if students still used the physical library when 
so much of our materials are in electronic format.  This was a great opportunity to 
remind them that they love our libraries! And that we have one of the busiest library 
systems in North America.

So giving students at Frost great study space too was a priority last year.  Monies 
from fund raising were used to pay for this project.  A second phase, again using 
trust funds, is getting underway.  
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Informal learning is very much a part of the Libraries’ strategic plan

Events have been initiated by faculty such as the research fairs and travelling 
exhibits.

People in the Libraries have also delivered a number of well received programs.  
Highlighted here is the Blog versus the Book debate during Open Access week, The 
Hackfest at the Steacie Science and Engineering Library and the guest lecturer Jen 
Bervin who talked about a major collection acquired for the Libraries through the 
Special Collections Fund. 
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Special Collections:

The Portuguese Canadian History Project  whose event is coming up at city hall 

John Lea diary from 1845-46. John Lea is the ancestor of Prof. John Lennox's wife, 
Jane Rooke Lennox.  Lea was an important figure in the development of, surprise, 
Leaside.

Digital:

1. Consolidation of our digitization activities for video and sound and oversize 
scanning in room 115.

2. Collaboration between Nick Ruest, Rob van der Bliek and with the key assistance 
of Shipping's Homayon Allamshahi (who is translating some of the metadata) to 
provide access to some Iranian musical broadcasts.

3.Collaboration between Bibliographic Services, ASC and Map Library began in 
2012. Student casual staff helped determine the geographic location  or more than 
5,000 photos from the Lou Wise Collection. Rosa and her staff have been working 
tirelessly to embed the content in an online interface. Anna St. Onge and Rosa 
Orlandini presented this project at the OLA Super conference, and have recently 
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launched the Lou Wise Project page on the Archives website.
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In academic libraries around the world, as well as acquiring and stewarding 
publications, libraries are increasingly involved in collecting, organizing and 
preserving scholarship and creative works produced by York’s faculty and students 
– which can include theses (Catherine digitized many of York’s theses that were 
already available on microform) Library organization in Canada – CARL and OCUL 
– have been building capacity in our libraries to receive and store data – qualitative 
and quantitative – numeric and textual and image.  Expertise has been expanded 
substantially

Walter has very broad knowledge now has others working along side –

Dany

Dana

Rajiv and Ilo …. Bioinformatics and health informatics

Rosa and Janet – geo spatial data

Janet Howarth, 

Xuemei and new hire under way

• Research Data Management Group 

• IASSIST coming to Toronto
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Librarians are developing programs that support researchers 

Educating faculty and graduate students about open access is a central component 
of research support at the libraries

New is developing support for the digital humanities research – who mine large data 
bases of text such as Early English Books Online or Hathi Trust –

Blog vs book: 

25-30 attendees. 240 tweets.

Macroscope: 

a full slate of 11 speakers and 30 attendees.
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Librarians also directly contribute to the research arena (see APPRC document)
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In the strategic plan ensuring people who work in the library have opportunties to 
grow and develop is a priority.

Once again we provided staff the opportunity to attend OLA Superconference –
largest in Canada. I encourage you to take advantage and go.  There is no 
requirement to attend only university library lectures.  The keynote speakers are 
always excellent and I always try to get to a public library or school library event to 
learn from others.

All of you also had the opportunity to attend some workshops that help us hone our 
interpersonal communications skills for working with students and with each other.

Respectful Workplace training: 44 ppl attended  

(4 CPM, 6 YUFA & 34 YUSA)

Customer Service is You and Office of Student Conflict Resolution Training:  32 ppl
attended 

( 3 CPM, 5 YUFA & 25 YUSA)
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Lastly some staff were able to attend some specialized workshops that were directly 
relevant to their area of work such as maps and GIS
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Another specialized workshop is the Accessiblity Conference held at Guelph.  Each 
year a hand full of people from YUL attends.  Later this month Terry and Catherine 
will be talking about the program developed at YU:L that allows students to get their 
digitized text from a secure web site instead of coming on campus to receive digital 
articles on a USB key which is very easy; to lose.

Librarians were also supported in learning more skills for their personal research 
through an Institute provided by CARL.  Four librarians will have benefitted from the 
Institute – in 2012 Ilo and Aaron and in 2013 – Rajiv and Norda

Aaron, Ilo attended in 2012

Rajiv and Norda will attend in 2013 and Mary Kandiuk has been selected as a Peer 
Mentor for the upcoming Research Institute this summer in Regina.
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Looking Ahead to 2013/14:

- ACE project, and use of Papyrus 

- SPARK (VLC) will go live

- Teaching Commons  - Peggy and Dana 

- More renovations at Frost

- Library web redesign

- Monograph publishing platform
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Left to Right: 

Courtney Lundrigan - Scott Reference

Ling He – Bib Services

Nick Ruest – Bib Services

Susan Ewing - Library Accessibility Services

Kim Stymest - Bronfman Business Library

Sarah Shujah - Steacie Science & Engineering Library

Elif Gurses – Acquisitions



Passings

Our dear friend and colleague Nancy Hall passed away last May. The folks in what 
was then called “Mono Acquisitions” honoured her memory by dedicating a 
permanent seat in Nancy's name in the Sandra Faire and Ivan Fecan Theatre in 
Accolade East.  The location is Row F Seat 1.

The plaque reads:    In memory of Nancy Hall, Devoted Employee for 45 years.  

Congratulations!

• Linda Hansen was nominated for The 2012 President’s Leadership Award. 

• Catherine Davidson was honoured for 25 years of service to York University and 
she was asked to provide some remarks on behalf of her ‘cohort’. 

• Michael Moir received the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Award. 
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